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On 24th January, 1922 while collecting larvae and pupae of"

the common Skipper (Hidari iraun) which can be found plenti-

fully in Singapore in rolled up sections of the banana leaf, I

noticed that three or four butterflies of the species were flying

round the flowers of a neighbouring Papaya tree. After watch-

ing them at close quarters for a minute or two, I espied one which
appeared to have deformed wings, at rest on a flower. Looking
more closely, 1 found that it was in the clutches of a Praying
Mantis. (Rhombodera basalis). The Mantis held the butterfly in

its fore legs and occasionally brought it up to its mouth to suck

the juices, holding it away again while it considered them. After

watching this for a few minutes I took the Skipper away, the

Mantis holding on until it was nearly pulled from the tree and with

no apparent fear of my fingers.

The Mantis was stationed on a small bunch of the Papaya
flower buds, with an open flower half an inch in front of its doubled

fore legs. Skippers were flying from flower to flower, and I waited

in the hope that one would fly within its reach: A foolish indivi-

dual finally blundered right on to its back and then settled on the

very flower which it guarded. The Mantis flinched a little at the

touch, drew its front legs close to its body and then made what I

considered a rather clumsy grab at the insect. The Skipper flew

away none the worse.

Other Skippers visited flowers three or four inches away, being

followed by the Mantis with a turn of the head.

Then, as dusk came on, a Hawk Moth with pink in its wings,.

probably Hippotion boerliaviae, paused in space opposite the special

flower, but apparently saw the preliminary inward swing of the

Mantis' fore legs, and darted off.

Shortly afterwards, the same Hawk Moth, or another of the

same species, hovered in front of the flower and put its proboscis

down the long tube. The Mantis made the same grab ;as before,,

but again missed its quarry. Darkness and mosquitoes prevented

further observations.

Another Mantis had been sitting all this time on the under-

side of >a leaf, but beyond turning its head when a butterfly passed,,

with the very smallest chance of being able to make a capture, it

did not move.
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During the following three weeks T visited the Papaya tree

on several occasions and always found the same two Mantids. They
were the same shade of light green as their background and it needed
the closest scrutiny to .detect them. On each visit they were either

at rest under leaves or walking about on the leaf stems, although
butterflies and other insects were often present on the flowers.

I do not think that these Mantids were capable of reasoning
out that insects were to be caught on the flowers. Although they

were plainly interested in •anything moving within six inches of

them, they would remain just out of reach of a promising spot

without attempting to go nearer to it.

in the Botanic Gardens, at midday on 5th February 1922, I

was watching four or five "brown" butterflies (Ypthima) settled

on a single head of flowers on a shrub. A patch of yellow and
blue higher up the branch caught my eye, and revealed a large
" Chamelion " (Calotes cristatellus) . It was some six inches from
the butterflies, with its head turned towards them in a position of

attention. I went quietly back to a distance and watched for

twenty minutes, but tne lizard did not stir in the slightest, possibly

because I had alarmed it. From a distance at which the butterflies

could easily be seen, it was most difficult to pick it out from the

surrounding leaves. At subsequent visits I did not see it, although

the flower-head continued to attract butterflies for some time.

Another danger to butterflies is the spider. In the Changi
jungle, on 29th January, 1922, 1 found an Eutkalia merta, a power-

ful butterfly with a strong flight, completely helpless but undamaged
in a web spun across a path. The spider could not be found.

Instances of butterflies being preyed upon by their enemies are

not easy to observe, but the dangers which they are exposed to, such

.as those indicated in these notes, are very many.


